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Abstract—
In
networked
virtual
environments,
videoconferences or chatting over the Internet users are
often graphically represented by virtual characters.
Modeling realistic virtual heads of users suitable for
animation implies a heavy artistic effort and resource cost.
This paper introduces a system that generates a 3D model of
a real human head with a little human intervention. The
system receives five input orthogonal photographs of the
human head and a generic template 3D model. It requires
manual annotation of 94 feature points on each photograph.
The same set of feature points must be selected on the
template model in a preprocessing step that is done only
once. Computing process consists of two phases: a morphing
and a coloring phase. In the morphing phase the template
model is morphed in two steps using a Radial Basis
Function (RBF) to take a shape similar to the shape of the
real human head. In the coloring phase the deformed model
is colored using the input photographs based on a cubemap
projection, which leads to a realistic appearance of the
model while allowing for a real-time performance. We show
the use of the output model by automatically copying facial
motions from the template model to the deformed model,
while preserving the compliance of the motion to the
MPEG-4 FBA standard.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Personalized virtual characters are increasingly
important for the modern telecommunications. They are
often used as graphical representations of users in
networked virtual environments, videoconferences, 3D
email or chatting over the Internet. The faithfulness of the
graphical representation depends a lot on how
photorealistic is the virtual face of the user. Although
dozens of research papers have been published on a 3D
modeling of a human face it is still one of the most
fundamental and one of the most difficult problems in
computer graphics.
There are many approaches for a reconstruction of the
3D head model from photographs. A common approach is
applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm
to a database of laser-scanned human faces described as
shape and texture vectors. This results in two models – a
shape and a texture model, which are linear combinations
of the shape/texture vectors of an average face and a set of
eigenheads. The Eigenheads reflect different modes of
variation in a face geometry and texture, e.g. face size,
gender, amount of beard etc. Every new face can be
described with the shape and texture model by changing
their parameters. Skoglund et al. apply the PCA algorithm
three times – two times to get the shape and the texture

model, and third time to combine these two models into a
final appearance model [1]. Blantz and Vetter fit the shape
and the texture model separately to one or more input
photographs using a gradient descent optimization
function [2]. Their system requires user's estimation of
some rendering parameters, e.g. camera distance, light
direction, surface shininess etc. Unlike [1] - [2] methods
described in [3] - [4] only fit the shape model to face
silhouettes to avoid errors caused by different illumination
conditions in the input images or to avoid a specification
of the rendering parameters. The face silhouettes are
calculated from calibrated multiple views (8 or 11) using
manually selected feature points [3] or automatically using
a color-based segmentation algorithm [4]. Gong and
Wang also use the PCA algorithm on a database of
scanned human faces, but the face model is created from
one frontal photograph [5]. A texture map of the final
model is generated from the input image using a combined
method. Regions in the image that are determined from
manually selected feature points are sized using a bilinear
interpolation and projected orthogonally to the model.
Other regions are mapped using a sub-patch texture
synthesis algorithm and a weighted interpolation method.
Some methods start with a database of generic models
and choose a generic model that is most similar to the
subject's face. In [6] the most similar generic model is
selected by comparing horizontal and vertical distances
between the generic model’s feature points and points
extracted from the input photograph using face detection
method Active Shape Model (ASM). A method described
in [7] selects the generic model that best matches ear
features extracted from five input images (the frontal
image, two profiles and two three-quarters portraits).
Unlike previously mentioned methods that require some
sort of database there are a lot of approaches that receive
as an input one generic model. The generic model is then
deformed to fit the feature points that were detected
automatically in the input photographs, e.g. using a
corners matching technique [8], or they need to be
selected manually like in [9] - [13]. Some of these
methods use stereo images and require the calibration of
one or more cameras [8] - [9]. Other methods like ours
start with orthogonal views of the human head. Lee et al.
use two orthogonal photographs (the front and side view)
and a set of feature points that corresponds to the MPEG-4
Face Definition Parameters (FDPs) [10]. They deform the
generic model using Dirichlet Free-Form Deformation
(DFFD). The texture of the final model is generated
automatically by connecting two input images along
predefined piecewise lines between some FDPs and by

avoiding boundary effects along theese lines using a
multiresolution technique. The side phottograph is used for
both the right and the left view. A syystem described in
[12] is very similar to [10] except for thhe detection of the
hair and face outlines and features, whicch is being done in
a semi-automatic way using a structurred snake method.
Also, the texture is created using a cylindrical projection.
Methods described in [11] and [13] arre the most similar
to our system. They generate the head model
m
from several
uncalibrated views of the human head. Starting
S
from a few
manually selected feature points these methods
m
deform the
generic model in two steps using RBF. Before the second
step the initial set of points is expandedd using a criterion
like the Normalized Correlation Coefficient (NCC) [11] or
with additional correspondences retrievved from manually
drawn curves [13]. Our method starts with
w a bigger set of
manually selected points and in the secoond step refines the
model using a smaller subset of these points. A system
described in [13] uses view-dependent textures
t
to get high
quality results, but this requires a recoomputation of the
textures every time the point of view orr expression of the
virtual face changes. We are using a method
m
based on a
cubemap system, a widely used extennsion that reduces
deformation artifacts in a view-independdent sense and thus
provides a better performance during thee animation.
In terms of the animation all the methods
m
mentioned
above use an average or generic moddel, which usually
contains animation mechanisms, e.g. volume morphing
anchor vertices or muscle-based inform
mation per vertex
[9], MPEG-4 Face Animation Parameeters (FAPs) [10],
facial muscle actions using Ratioonal Free Form
Deformations (RFFDs) [12], pseudo-muuscle system based
on Minimum Perceptible Action (MPA
A) [14]. This way
the final model can be animated imm
mediately after its
creation. But there are also methods thatt retrieve geometry
of the subject's head using laser [15] or structured-light
range scanners [16] so facial animationn must be achieved
on some other way. Guenter et al. geenerated a realistic
animation of facial expressions by captuuring the subject’s
facial expressions from videos recordeed by 6 calibrated
cameras [15]. The method requires gluinng 182 fluorescent
colored dots on the subject's face. After removing the
colored landmarks from the video streeams using image
processing techniques the resulting strreams are merged
into the final texture map sequence of thhe model.
II. OUR APPROACH
H
Our goal was to create a system that is able to produce
the head model without using any particcular instrument or
an invasive technique on the subject. The
T system uses as
input five orthogonal photographs takeen from the front,
left, right, back and top side of the subject’s head as
depicted in Fig. 1.
After the manual selection of featuures points on the
input images the system automatically generates the 3D
colored model of the subject in two phasses – the morphing
and the coloring phase. In the morphingg phase the generic
model is modified and adapted to fit thhe selected feature
points from the images. The generic moodel is a model of
the human head that is neutral in any waay, i.e. without any
expression, gender or race features (see Fig. 2). In the
coloring phase color of each vertex is calculated
c
from the
images based on the modified cubemaap system and the
final texture of the model is created using the cylindrical
projection.

Figure 1. Five input orthogonnal pictures of the subject

Figure 2. The geeneric model

III. MORPH
HING PHASE
As mentioned in the previouus section the main idea of
the morphing phase is to deform
m the generic model so that
it gains the shape of the subjject’s head. This phase is
composed of several subphases:
• an extraction of the generic model’s
m
features,
• an extraction of the subject’s features,
• a modification of the genericc model so that its features
fit the subject’s features.
Basically the feature extracttion consists of the manual
selection of the landmark pooints. The landmarks are
characteristic points of the human
h
head, such as the
centers of the eyes, the corneers of the lips, etc. Their
position and the distances bettween them determine the
head features.
A choice of feature points is crucial for the quality of
the result, e.g. using a set of pooints that are mostly placed
on the face but there are a few
w of them for the rest of the
w
face would look like
head would produce a model whose
the subject’s face, but the shhape of the rest would be
similar to the generic model. The set of points that we
decided to use is very close to
t the one proposed in the
MPEG-4 standard [17]. The MPEG-4
M
FDPs were chosen
with facial animation in mind, so some of these points,
e.g. some points on the teeth and over the tongue, are
useless for our system. Also, thhey do not include so many
points on the general shape of
o the head, so we used a
modified set of points with addditional points where the
FDPs are not enough and without
w
the points that are
useless for us (see Fig. 3). We divided
d
the chosen points in
two subsets:
a particularly distinctive,
• High Quality Points, that are
e.g. eyes’ centers, lips’ corneers, nose tip, etc. (the green

TABLE I.
CORRESPONDENCES OF IMAGE
AXES AND AXES OF MODEL'S 3D COORDINATE
SYSTEM

points in Fig. 3), so it is easy to determine their position
and the selection error will be small,
• Low Quality Points, that aren’t so clear like the centers
of cheeks (the yellow points in Fig. 3), so their exact
detection is difficult and affected by noise.
This distinction is fundamental for the execution of the
morphing.
A. Extraction of Generic Model’s Features
In this subphase the features points described in the
previous section are selected manually on the generic
model, so they are also affected by noise. This operation
can be done once in a preprocessing stage.
B. Extraction of Subject’s Features
In this phase the user must select the features points on
the input images. The images are taken with one
uncalibrated camera, so the selected points must be
corrected by removing camera errors (this kind of errors is
defined in section 3.3). After the correction for each
feature point there are maximally five 2D values (could be
less if the point is not visible on some images). Each
image is aligned with two axes so the values must be
converted as described in Table 1.
The system calculates 3D coordinates [x, y, z] for each
point as a weighted average of the 2D values. The most
important image is the frontal photograph so the weights
are defined in such a way that they increase the
dependency of the final result on that image.
C. Correction of Camera Errors
The camera errors are mainly result of different
camera’s external parameters (the position and scaling)
among the input images. There are three kinds of errors:
• a different distance between the camera and the subject,
• a different orientation of the camera,
• a wrong orientation of the camera.
While taking photographs of all sides of the subject’s
head it is possible that the distance between the camera
and the head changes, which reduces or increases the
global size of the head in the images as depicted in Fig. 4.
Also, the camera orientation can change, which would
produce a translation of the head as shown in Fig. 5. The
third kind of errors happens when the subject is not
looking straight into the camera, but with a little
inclination. This results in a rotation of the head in the
frontal photograph (see Fig. 6).
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The errors are corrected by aligning all input images to
the frontal and the left image. The first kind of errors is
corrected by scaling, the second by translation and the
third by rotation. The scaling factor that aligns two images
according to the size of the head is computed as the ratio
of the sums of distances between all common points, i.e.
the points that are visible on both images, and a reference
point (usually the nose tip) on each image. That is the
scaling factor of the image A that is aligned according to
the image B is equal to:
∑
∑

(1),

where:
1
0

(2),

is a distance of some point from the reference point
on the image A, and
is a distance of some point from
the reference point on the image B. The distances
and
are computed as differences between the coordinates
along the axis that is common to the images A and B (it
can be X, Y or Z axis).
The alignment of the images through translation
consists of moving all the points so that the reference
point is in the origin of the 3D coordinate system. The
rotation of the head in the frontal photograph is corrected
by reverse rotation for an angle between the line passing
through the eyes’ centers and the line y = 0.
D. Execution of Morphing
Just before the execution of the morphing operation the
system has 3D coordinates of the generic model’s feature
points and the feature points that were selected on the
input photographs. The morphing operation is executed as
an interpolation using Radial Basis Function (RBF) so that
the generic model’s feature points fit the feature points
extracted from the photographs.
A Radial Basis Function is a linear combination of the
basis functions whose values depend only on the distance
from the points [18]. Having two sets of points
1, 2, … ,

(3),

1, 2, … ,
the RBF is a function
Figure 3. The set of adopted feature points.

defined as

(4),
where
are 3D coefficients,
are the basis
functions. As the basis function we use Hardy
multiquadrics defined as:
(5),
where
is the Euclidean distance,
is a stiffness
parameter controlling the stiffness of the deformation
around . The final RBF is a linear combination of the
Hardy multiquadrics and a linear term
:

Figure 4. The different distance between the camera and the subject

(6),
where
coefficients, and

,

1, … ,
is defined as

4 are called Hardy
(7),

which will produce a rotation, translation and scaling of
all data points. In order to find the interpolation function
, we define the source set of feature points (the
generic model’s feature points) { } and the target set of
feature points (that were extracted from the input images)
, and then we solve a linear equation system to
compute the Hardy coefficients. The linear equation
:
system is obtained by imposing conditions

Figure 5. The different orientation of the camera

(8).
1, … ,
Furthermore, for linear precision, we impose:
Figure 6. The wrong orientation of the camera

(9),
1, … ,
0

(10),

0

(11),

0

(12),

0
This results in a linear system of
4 unknowns
.

(13).
4 equations with

The sets of feature points are noisy because they were
manually selected, so executing a simple interpolation
would also reproduce the noise on the final shape of the
head. So we execute the morphing operation in two steps
(see Fig. 7) using the previously mentioned stiffness
parameter and two sets of points that we defined earlier:
the High and the Low Quality Points. The stiffness
parameter determines how much close the starting points
would be to the target points after the morphing. In the
first step the morphing is executed using the High and the
Low Quality Points with a high value of the stiffness
parameter (0.7) to get an approximation of the target
shape. The resulting shape is refined using only the High
Quality Points with a very low value of the stiffness
parameter (0.003125).
IV. COLORING PHASE
As mentioned before the main idea used in the coloring
phase is based on the cubemap system. Cube mapping
[19], commonly used for environment mapping, consists
of inserting a model into an ideal cube, mapping the
pictures of the environment on the cube sides and

obtaining the color of each surface point using a radial
projection (see Fig. 9b).
In our system each input photograph of the subject’s
head is mapped to the corresponding side of the cube as
shown in Fig. 8. The cubemap system operates with six
pictures so the bottom texture is generated automatically
as explained in section 4.3. The input photographs are
good approximations of orthogonal projections, so instead
of using the radial projection the head model is colored
using six orthogonal projections (see Fig. 9a). A final
texture map of the model is produced based on the
cylindrical projection as explained in section 4.4.

A. Modified Cubemap System
A certain region of the head is depicted in multiple
input images, e.g. the frontal image covers the whole
frontal side of the head, but the left, right, top and bottom
side also depict some parts of the head’s frontal side (see
Fig. 10). So a color of each model’s vertex is obtained as a
weighted sum of color contributions of all images. The
contribution of each image is retrieved by calculating the
texture coordinates of the vertex using the orthogonal
projection followed by the inverse operations used for the
correction of the camera errors (see Fig. 11).
The weights of each vertex are computed using the
scalar products of a vertex normal and the normals of the
image planes, i.e. the weight
of the color taken from
the image is calculated as
·
0

Figure 7. The pictures in the first column display the generic model.
The pictures in the second/third column display the results of the
first/second morphing step. A few visible improvements after the
second morphing step compared to the first morphing step are
highlighted with red color

·

0

(14),

where
is a normal of the image plane, and
the
vertex normal. If the scalar product is negative the vertex
normal points away from the image plane, i.e. looking
from the image plane towards the head model it is
possible to see the inner side of the surface around the
vertex. This means that the vertex is not visible because it
is covered by the other parts of the model’s surface.
To emphasize the importance of the frontal image all
input images are also weighted and the final weight
of
the vertex is calculated as
·
(15),
∑
·
where
10
5
5
5
1
1
The weights

Figure 8. Five input photographs of the subject’s head mapped on a
cube

Figure 9. We use the orthogonal projection as shown in a); the
cubemap system uses the radial projection as in b)

1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,

(16).

are determined by experience.

B. Detection of Occluded Points
The coloring algorithm explained in the previous
section does not consider all occluded points. An example
of the occluded point is shown in Fig. 12. The blue point
is visible looking from the frontal image plane, but is
occluded by the eye looking from the left image plane.
The algorithm will not take this in consideration because
the scalar product of the point’s normal and the image
plane normal is positive.
The occluded points are usually detected by sending
rays originating from the point in directions of the image
normals (see the green and the red ray in Fig. 12) and
checking if the ray intersects the model. But to preserve
the fast coloring algorithm we used a simpler solution.
The occluded areas like the ones between the nose and the
eyes are defined using the feature points, e.g. the inner
corners and centers of the eyes. Instead of sending rays
and searching for intersections for each point the
algorithm just checks if the point is in one of these areas
and sets the corresponding weights of these points to zero.
The results are displayed in Fig. 13.

Figure 10. Each input image is mapped on a certain area of the target
model

Figure 11. The computation of the texture coordinates: the image on
the left shows the execution of the orthogonal projections toward the
cube sides; the image on the right displays the aligned input
photographs mapped to the cube sides

Figure 12. The detection of the occluded points

C. Bottom Texture Generation
As mentioned before the system automatically
generates the bottom texture important for the head areas
like the one under the chin. Most of these regions are
hidden and the texture is blended with other five images,
so it is not necessary that the final texture has a very good
quality.
The bottom texture is generated in a simple and fast
way by retrieving a little square area around the nose tip in
the frontal photograph and by repeating this area to get a
picture as large as the other images. The resulting image
contains just the color of the skin and it is possible to see a
repetition of the squares (see Fig. 14), but the quality is
enough for our aim.

D. Final Texture Map Generation
The coloring of the model based on the cubemap
system gives photorealistic results, but to get a faster
rendering of the model in real-time animations the six
textures are blended into one final texture map using the
cylindrical projection.
The texture map is wrapped around an ideal cylinder
surrounding the head model. For each texel on the
cylinder surface a ray is casted from the medial axis of the
head model towards the texel. A color of the texel is
obtained at the intersection point between the ray and the
head model. Usually the ray does not intersect a triangle
vertex but an internal point of the triangle so the color of
that point is assigned to the texel. The texture coordinates
of each vertex are obtained in the same way, but the ray is
casted from the axis through the vertex to find the
intersection with the cylinder.
Although it guaranties a better performance the cylinder
projection introduces some unavoidable stretching in the
upper part of the head. But the main part of the animation
happens in the frontal part of the head where the
deformation artifacts are visually acceptable.
V. FACIAL MOTION CLONING
After the coloring phase the system automatically
copies facial motions from the generic model to the
generated model using a method described in [20], which
is schematically represented by Fig. 15. Every facial
motion is computed as a difference of 3D vertex positions
between the generic model containing the motion (an
animated source face) and the generic model in neutral
position (the source face). Calculated difference is then
added to the vertex positions of the generated model in a
neutral position (a target face), resulting in the generated
model with the copied motion (the animated target face).
The described method insures the correct scale of
motion by normalization of the motion with respect to the
MPEG-4 normalization units (FAPUs). This preserves the
compliance of the motion to the MPEG-4 FBA standard.
The method requires an identification of a subset of the
MPEG-4 feature points in the source and target faces. The
feature points of the generic model are defined in the
preprocessing step. The generated model has the same
mesh topology as the generic model since it is created by
its deformation. Thus, the feature points of the generated
model are identified using the mesh and vertex indices of
generic model’s feature points.
VI. RESULTS
Some of the results obtained with the system are
reported in Fig. 16. Each case study shows the input set of
five photographs of the subject’s head and the generated
3D head model. The resulting models do not model the
hair; they reproduce only the head shape.

Figure 13. The occluded area of the nose before the correction (the left
image) and after correction (the right image)

[3]
[4]

[5]

Figure 14. The generated bottom texture

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our system generates a photorealistic 3D model from
five orthogonal photographs. It does not require any
particular instrument or any invasive technique on the
subject’s head. Also, the system is very fast; after the
initial interaction with the user it generates the 3D model
in about ten seconds on a machine with Intel’s processor
Centrino Duo Core, 2 GHz, 2 GB RAM. The output
model is colored using the cubemap projection, which
introduces minimal deformation artifacts and thus leads to
the realistic appearance of the model. Since the cube map
extension is widely supported in hardware on commodity
platforms, it makes the output models particularly suitable
for real-time applications.
The main drawback of the system is the initial
interaction with the user because he needs to manually
select the set of 94 features points on the input
photographs. Decreasing the number of input photographs
from five to one or two can reduce the user interaction.
Also, a smaller set of feature points would speed up the
selection, but it would also reduce the quality of the result.
The best solution would be an automatic detection of the
feature points using computer vision techniques.
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